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Why Choose NCG?
A Guide for Administrators

For many busy administrators, there’s just not enough time
in the day to dedicate to medical billing and revenue cycle
management on top of juggling the many daily duties that come
with office management.
At NCG Medical, we make the headaches of insurance billing
and RCM a thing of the past. Our team of certified coders,
FOR MORE PREMIUM CONTENT VISIT

http://www.ncgmedical.com

MBAs and CPAs are knowledgeable with your practice area
and your current EHR or practice management software. We’ll
help change the game for your practice with better efficiencies,
money saved and a well-functioning process that will put you at
the forefront of your specialty. Here’s why we’re right for your
RCM and medical billing needs:
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We work with your current software.
When it comes to EHR and practice management softwares, our
team has extensive experience with softwares like Allscripts,
Greenway, eClinicalWorks, Nextech, Modernizing Medicine and
more. Or, if you are in need of a new software altogether, we
also offer an easy-to-use program that’s ideal for any medical
practice area.

We help you save time.
Between coordinating physician schedules, managing payroll,

EHR & PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

ordering supplies, managing patient receivables and all the
other responsibilities that come with office management,
being burdened with insurance billing can often leave you
overwhelmed and overworked. Our custom solutions help
you save time so you can focus on your daily duties without
interruption.

We’re experienced in your practice area.
Since 1979, NCG has been providing custom medical insurance
billing and RCM for surgery centers, cancer centers, hospitalists,
ARIA OIS

as well as practices in radiation oncology, dermatology,
gastroenterology, urology, orthopaedics, family medicine,
urology, infectious disease and more.
MOSAIC
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We service within your state.
The team at NCG Medical is U.S.-based and serves 46 states
across the nation.

Ready to speak
with a medical
billing expert?

We provide data dashboards.
You don’t need a full report on a monthly basis. What you need
is quick and convenient access to real-time analytics so you can
assess how your practice is doing right now. NCG offers data

Get in touch with us today to see how we
can help.

dashboards that do just that, available on your phone/tablet.
CONTACT NCG TODAY

We offer an investment for your practice.
NCG Medical is more than medical billing and revenue cycle
management. We consult with your business to help relieve
your individual pain points and ensure no money gets left on
the table so you’re set up to thrive.
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